
 
 

No. CEPC/SEC/ED-Corrs/2020/     Dated: 23rd November, 2020 
 
All Members of the Council 

 
Sub.: Various New IT Modules for Certain Schemes & Processes of DGFT 

 
Dear Members, 

 
With reference to the proposed roll-out of various new IT modules for certain schemes & 
processes of DGFT, we are forwarding a copy of DGFT Trade Notice 35/2020-21 dated 

12.11.2020 (attached).   Members may kindly note the following with reference to the Trade 
Notice:   

 
A.  Regarding Issuance & Amendment of Licences – 
 

1. New revamped systems for managing the entire lifecycle for AA, EPCG, DFIA 
would be released over the last week of this month. This would include licence 

issuance, amendment, clubbing and Closure. The go-live activities would start 
from 20th Nov 2020(Friday) and be completed by 30th Nov 2020(Monday).  

 
2. Post this go-live all AA, EPCG, DFIA licence and redemption data would be 

centralized into a common shared cloud storage. The manual processes for 

amendment, invalidation, re-validation, surrender, closure, regularization, bond 
waiver et al would be brought online. The new processes are aimed at providing 

a clean, transparent workflow for the ease of the exporters as well as the RA 
officers/staff concerned. 

 
3. New EPCG and AA licences may be applied and issued in this transition period 

(20th to 30th November) using the legacy systems. New DFIA file numbers may 

also be generated. However, no licence amendment would be allowed in 
the local LEMIS systems from the afternoon of 20.11.2020. Any 

inadvertent updation of the licence data in the legacy RA-LEMIS systems after 
the cut-off date would not be transmitted to Customs or our new System. 
 

4. It is pertinent that any pending amendment requests are processes prior to the 
cut-off date. No physical submission can be taken up after the new systems are 

live. Any applications not processed in the given period would have to be re-



submitted online by the exporter. In such limited cases, the exporter would not 
be required to pay any requisite fees already paid under eMPS. 

 
5. The data for the un-utlized eMPS payments for AA, EPCG, DFIA paid prior to the 

cut-off would be migrated into the new system. eMPS would further be disabled 
for AA, EPCG, DFIA post the cut-off date. Exporter may utilize the un-utilized 

eMPS receipts in the new system. Details would be provided vide FAQs and chat-
bot. 

 

B.  Regarding Redemption – 
 

1. New data integration for shipping bills, Bill of Entry, Bill of Exports have been set 
up in the to-be systems. The exporter concerned would have the requisite SB, 
BoE available in their individual repositories for preparing their future EODC 

applications. Integration with GSTN for the invoices for deemed exports etc. are 
however a work in progress. 

 
2. Paper applications for redemption should not be required post go-live. Given that 

redemption does not entail additional fees, any EODC applications yet to be 
processed on the cut-off date may also be re-filed in the new system.  

 

3. All previous licence redemption details as available in the RA local servers would 
be migrated into a centralized online system. Post the go-live the 

status/pendency in redemption of individual licences/ RA-wise pendency would 
be monitored through a common MIS system. The usage of eodc online would 

not be necessary. 
 

 

C.  Regarding Data Migration – 
 

1. It may be noted that data migration would be required from each of the RAs on 
20.11.2020. Requisite training in this regard has already been provided to the 

respective RA point-of-contact. Kindly ensure strict compliance with the timelines 
for the migration activities. We shall keep sharing more details/guidance in this 
regard in the coming days.  

 
Members are advised to make note of the above to avoid any inconvenience.  

 
With regards, 
 

 
SANJAY KUMAR 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR  
 

 
Click here to view DGFT Trade Notice 35/2020-21 dated 12.11.2020 

http://cepc.co.in/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Trade-Notice-35-on-Restriction-in-Licence-Amendment.pdf

